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FA’s Harness Risk and Renew Your Business  
Flip the client dialogue from return to risk and become irreplaceable. 

 

Chicago, IL (November 2019) – Advisors pour time and energy into guesswork when constructing 
a portfolio, often with only hunches to back their work up. This is where DataDriven Advisor 
comes in, with professional financial planning solutions that harness risk with a foundation of 
careful analysis. DataDriven Advisor helps an advisor make unbiased decisions, understanding 
how risk can provide the best outcome for a client. With portfolio solutions and planning tools, 
advisors ensure their time is used to provide clients quality planning and advice. 
 

Risk expert Randy Kurtz built DataDriven Advisor after 14 years of experience. Never a fan of the 
rampant guesswork within the industry, Randy knew the power of data outweighed conventional 
answers. He created algorithms based on fact and financial theory. These processes are now 
available to financial advisors through DDA’s solutions:  they’re backed up by one-on-one 
collaboration with Randy. Advisors not only empower their clients through DDA’s tools and 
presentations, but grow their business through tailored guidance, utilizing Randy’s wealth of 
experience to create client success based on data. 

 

For many advisors, client success is based solely on returns. But returns can’t exist without risk. 
DataDriven Advisor is revolutionizing the financial services industry by implementing a 
philosophy that understands risk needs to be carefully utilized to reach a client’s goals. Each 
distinct portfolio available to advisors has been carefully determined to work for a client’s unique 
scenario. Based on where clients are in their financial journey as well as where they want to be, 
DDA’s portfolios use theory and mathematics, diversification, and extensive amounts of data to 
ensure the best possible results. 

 

DataDriven Advisor’s model portfolios and presentations ensure clients have more of an 
advisor’s time and energy. Advisors can use data visualization built by Randy to ensure clients 
have a clear understanding of strategy. And by outsourcing portfolio creation, advisors can take 
the guesswork out of their clients’ future, as well as ensure their time is being used to be a true 
fiduciary for their clients by providing sound advice and thorough planning. 

 

DataDriven Advisor provides specific solutions tailored for an advisor’s clients. Financial advisors 
who want to propel their business to the next level can sign up and access DDA’s model 
portfolios, tools and presentations.  
 

To find out more visit www.datadrivenadvisor.com. For PR inquiries contact: lauren@datadrivenadvisor.com. 
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